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Theoretical results for the extension of a polymer confined to a channel are usually derived in
the limit of infinite contour length. But experimental studies and simulations of DNA molecules
confined to nanochannels are not necessarily in this asymptotic limit. We calculate the statistics of
the span and the end-to-end distance of a semiflexible polymer of finite length in the extended de
Gennes regime, exploiting the fact that the problem can be mapped to a one-dimensional weakly
self-avoiding random walk. The results thus obtained compare favourably with pruned-enriched
Rosenbluth method (PERM) simulations of a three-dimensional discrete wormlike chain model of
DNA confined in a nanochannel. We discuss the implications for experimental studies of linear
λ-DNA confined to nanochannels at the high ionic strengths used in many experiments.
PACS numbers: 87.15.A-, 36.20.Ey, 05.40.Fb, 87.14.gk
I. INTRODUCTION
The extension statistics of semiflexible polymers con-
fined to channels have been studied in great detail during
the last years [1–14]. A large number of scaling laws have
been identified, valid at different values of the physical
parameters describing the polymer and the strength of
confinement. (See Ref. [11] for an overview describing
the different regimes of extensional fluctuations of a poly-
mer in a rectangular channel.) But these scaling laws are
strictly valid only in the limit where the contour length
L of the polymer tends to infinity, and experiments and
simulations may not correspond to the asymptotic limit.
Therefore it is important to understand to what extent
these results apply for finite contour lengths, and how
they must be corrected to accurately describe the statis-
tics obtained in experiments at finite values of L.
This motivated us to compute the finite-size correc-
tions of the mean values and variances of the end-to-
end distance and the span of confined polymers in the
‘extended de Gennes regime’ [15]. In this regime we
can make use of recent results [9] that show how the
conformational statistics of the confined polymer can be
mapped to a one-dimensional model. This allows us to
analyse finite-size corrections in two ways. First, a scal-
ing law determines the magnitude of the finite-size correc-
tions as a function of the physical parameters. Second,
Monte-Carlo simulations of the one-dimensional model
allow us to compute this scaling function to a high de-
gree of accuracy. We show that the finite-size effects pro-
duced by this one-dimensional model provide a reason-
ably accurate description of detailed three-dimensional
simulations of a confined, discrete wormlike chain model
of DNA in a high ionic-strength buffer. Finally we show
that finite-size effects are of experimental importance, by
estimating the magnitude of the finite-size corrections for
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the statistics of the end-to-end distance of λ-DNA con-
fined to nanochannels.
There are only limited data in the literature concerning
finite-size effects for confined DNA. In simulations, Mu-
ralidhar et al. [8] estimated finite-size corrections for the
extension of DNA confined to square channels of widths
between 30 and 400 nm at high ionic strength for contour
lengths out to the asymptotic limit, corresponding to al-
most 104 persistence lengths for the largest channel size.
This analysis took advantage of pruned-enriched Rosen-
bluth method simulations (PERM) [16, 17] of a discrete
wormlike chain model consisting of a semiflexible chain
of touching beads. PERM is especially well suited to
study finite-size effects, as it natively produces data as a
function of molecular weight while avoiding the attrition
problems due to excluded volume between segments of
the chain and between the chain and the walls. Muralid-
har et al. [8] found the span of λ-DNA to be within 3% of
the value in the infinite-L limit, for the buffer strengths
and channel dimensions they studied in this paper.
The study of finite-size effects is especially important
in light of recent work comparing experimental data on
nanochannel-confined DNA to simulations [7, 13] and
theory [13, 14]. Simulations and theoretical predictions
using reasonable values of the physical properties of DNA
are within around 10% of the experimental results. The
remaining disagreement between theory/simulation and
experiment arises in part due to uncertainties in the the-
ories used to estimate the persistence length [18, 19] and
effective width [14, 20] of the polymer, which are required
inputs to the model, as well as experimental artifacts that
lead to molecular weight dispersity [13], such as heteroge-
neous staining [21], photocleavage [22], or shear cleavage
[23], that may not be controlled in all experiments. How-
ever, for λ-DNA the finite-size effects are of a similar or-
der of magnitude to the aforementioned sources of error
[8]. In the following we explain how the finite-size effects
depend on the parameters describing the confined DNA.
As a result, we anticipate that the results described below
will prove very useful in future quantitative comparisons
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II. EXTENDED DE GENNES REGIME
For a semiflexible polymer of Kuhn length `K and ef-
fective width weff  `K confined to a square channel of
cross section D × D, the extended de Gennes regime is
defined by the conditions [5, 6, 9, 15, 24]
`K  D  `2K/weff . (1)
In the extended de Gennes regime the mapping be-
tween the polymer physics problem and the statistics of a
weakly self-avoiding random walk leads to exact predic-
tions for the equilibrium distribution of the span R and
the end-to-end distance r of a long polymer [9]. In its
simplest form, the one-dimensional random-walk model
is defined by two parameters: the total number N of
steps taken, and the energy penalty  (measured in units
of kBT ). The mapping shows that in terms of the pa-
rameters of the confined polymer the energy penalty is
given by [9]
ε = 9
√
3pi
8 β, (2)
where the scaling factor β is defined as
β = `Kweff
D2
. (3)
It follows from Eqs. (1)-(3) that ε 1 in the extended
de Gennes regime. In this limit, results for this one-
dimensional model can be directly translated into predic-
tions for the confined semiflexible polymer if each step
of the random walk is interpreted as one Kuhn-length
segment of the polymer, and the lattice spacing of the
one-dimensional model corresponds to a distance `K/
√
3
in the channel direction. Although in this paper we
only consider macroscopic observables such as the end-to-
end distance, we emphasise that the mapping holds also
for microscopic observables, provided that one considers
contour-length separations significantly larger than one
Kuhn length.
In the limit L → ∞, the first two moments of the
equilibrium distributions for R and r are identical and
obey [9]
µr = µR = 0.9338(84)L
(`Kweff
D2
)1/3
, (4)
σ2r = σ2R = 0.133(12)L`K . (5)
The errors quoted in these equations reflect mathematical
bounds [9] derived from the exact results of Ref. [25].
The question posed in the Introduction is: how much
do these observables deviate from the above scaling pre-
dictions when L is finite? In the extended de Gennes
regime the finite-size analysis is simplified by a univer-
sal scaling relation [9] implying that all observables must
collapse onto a universal curve when plotted as functions
of the scaled variables
L′ = (L/`K)β2/3, z′ = (z/`K)β1/3 . (6)
Here L is the contour length, and z stands for the dis-
tance between monomer locations in the channel direc-
tion (z-direction). The scaling law derives from a cor-
responding scaling law for the one-dimensional model in
the limit ε → 0: n′ = nε2/3 and z′ = zε1/3 where n is
the number of steps and z is the distance traversed by
the random walk [9].
III. MODELS AND SIMULATION METHOD
A. One-dimensional self-avoiding random walk
In order to determine how µr, µR, σ2r and σ2R differ
from the asymptotic results (4) and (5), we computed
these properties as functions of contour length using a
chain-growth method with a fixed number of chains at
each contour length, as described in Ref. [6]. The method
can be summarised as follows.
The configuration for a given chain is generated by
taking one step at a time on a one-dimensional lattice,
up to a maximum number of steps N . A step is made
with equal probability in either direction along the lat-
tice. Random walks that revisit previously visited sites
are penalised as follows. Assume that after step j is made
the random walk lands on a site that has already been
visited τ times (where τ is known as the local time [25]).
The chain growth continues to step j + 1 with probabil-
ity p = exp(−ετ) and the growth is terminated at step j
with probability 1− p.
Walks are generated in batches of constant size Nc, un-
til a total of 200 million walks are produced. The initial
statistical weight for each chain k is then w(k)1 = 1/Nc.
Each iteration consists of making one step for each walk
in the batch. The length-dependent averages and stan-
dard deviations for the end-to-end distance are computed
as the weighted values
µr(j) = Z−1j
∑
k
w
(k)
j r
(k)
j , (7)
σ2r(j) = Z−1j
∑
k
w
(k)
j [r
(k)
j − µr(j)]2, (8)
with equivalent expressions for the span R using all sur-
viving walks at step j. Zj =
∑
k w
(k)
j is the estimate of
the partition function after j steps relative to the refer-
ence state. If Np configurations are terminated at step j,
then we randomly select Np of the surviving chains and
make copies of these chains. All of the statistical weights
are then updated as
w
(k)
j = w
(k)
j−1
(
Nc −Np
Nc
)
, (9)
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FIG. 1. (a), (b) Mean and variance of the end-to-end distance r and span R of a discrete wormlike chain model of DNA in a
high ionic-strength buffer (d = 4.6 nm, `K = 101.4 nm) confined in a channel of width D as a function of contour length L.
Symbols show results from three-dimensional simulations of the discrete wormlike chain model, for channel widths D/`K = 9.82
(pink), D/`K = 7.59 (grey), D/`K = 5.86 (blue) and D/`K = 4.54 (green,  for r,  for R). (c),(d): Same data, rescaled
according to Eqs. (3) and (6) with weff = d/1.45 (see text). The grey shaded areas denote the asymptotic predictions of
Eqs. (4) and (5) in the limit β → 0 and L→∞. Lines show the results from the one-dimensional model for a small value of ε
(ε = 0.0011). Solid lines for r, dashed for R. Panels (e) and (f) are as (c) and (d), except now as a function of 1/L to emphasise
the linear dependence on (Lβ2/3)−1 in the limit of L→∞ (thin lines show this extrapolation).
Note that although the weights do not differ within each
batch under this re-weighting scheme, they do differ be-
tween batches, and so the weights are used when com-
puting the statistics as in Eqs. (7) and (8).
B. Discrete wormlike chain model
We also compare the results from the mapping of the
weakly self-avoiding random walk to detailed simulations
of a discrete wormlike chain confined in a nanochan-
nel. With an eye towards applications to experiments,
we chose reasonable parameters for DNA at high ionic
strength, using N+1 touching beads of diameter d = 4.6
nm, with contour length L and Kuhn length `K = 101.4
nm. The centre of each bead is constrained to lie within
a channel with a square cross section of width D. Self-
avoidance is imposed by disallowing configurations where
the distance between the centres of any two beads is less
than d. Beads are connected by rigid bonds, and stiffness
is imposed by the bending potential
U(θ1, . . . , θN ) = kBTκ
N−1∑
n=1
(1− cos θn) , (10)
where n is a bond index, θn is the angle between bonds n
and n+ 1, and κ is the ‘bending constant’ [8]. The Kuhn
length is given by
`K = d
∞∑
k=−∞
〈tntn+k〉, (11)
where tn is the unit tangent vector to the chain backbone.
This definition leads to the relationship [26, 27]
`K
d
= κ+ κ coth(κ)− 1
κ− κ coth(κ) + 1 ≈ 2κ− 1 . (12)
The approximation is excellent for chains as stiff as the
ones considered here. Simulations of the discrete worm-
like chain model use the pruned-enriched Rosenbluth
method (PERM) following the approach described in de-
tail in Refs. [8, 28]. The simulation data here consist of
1.8 million tours in total for each channel size.
4IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 presents numerical results of the simulations
described above. Panels (a) and (b) show the finite-size
corrections for the means and variances of the span and
the end-to-end distance for the discrete wormlike chain
model of confined DNA. We see that the magnitude of
the finite-size corrections depends not only on L but also
the channel size D and on the observable in question. In
comparing the weakly self-avoiding random walk to the
detailed simulation data, it is important to keep in mind
that Eqs. (4) to (6) are valid for arbitrary polymer mod-
els provided that weff is defined in terms of the excluded
volume v of a Kuhn length segment as v = (pi/2)`2Kweff
[9]. This formula is valid for slender stiff cylindrical rods
of width weff  `K [29]. But we cannot calculate weff be-
cause the excluded volume v is not known for the discrete
wormlike chain model: the fact that the polymer is rep-
resented as a chain of touching beads complicates the ge-
ometrical analysis. A second complicating factor is that
the Kuhn-length segments are not straight, this must af-
fect the excluded volume. We therefore choose weff/d
so that it gives the best fit between the one-dimensional
model and the worm-like chain data for µr and µR. We
find weff/d = 1/1.45 for D/`K = 5.61 and use the same
ratio for the other channel sizes.
Panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 1 demonstrate the predicted
universal form of the finite-size corrections. We see that
by rescaling the data according to Eqs. (3) and (6) the
curves for different physical parameters collapse onto
one universal curve determined by the one-dimensional
random-walk model.
For the means the agreement is excellent, for the vari-
ances less so. There are two plausible reasons for this.
Firstly, since D  `K holds only approximately for the
smaller channel sizes used here (D/`K = 4.54, 5.86),
the polymer has a tendency to align with the channel
which causes the variance to increase [30]. Indeed, as
we approach the small-channel side of the extended de
Gennes regime, this alignment effect and the correspond-
ing effect on the variance becomes very strong [31]. Sec-
ondly, D  `2K/weff holds only approximately for the
bigger channel sizes (D/`K = 7.59, 9.82 corresponds to
`2K/(Dweff) = 4.21, 3.25), and the variance is expected to
increase when this inequality is not strongly satisfied [5].
Thus, our results suggest that for DNA in a high ionic-
strength buffer the modest separation of length scales
between `K and weff means that the measured variance
agrees with the theoretical prediction (5) to within 10%
at best.
Panels (e) and (f) of Fig. 1 demonstrate that the finite-
size corrections are of order L−1 in the limit of large val-
ues of L (straight lines in this limit). Extrapolation to
L → ∞ yields results consistent with Eqs. (4) and (5),
which are indicated by the grey shaded regions of the fig-
ure. Finally, finite-size corrections to both the mean and
the variance of the span are seen to be much smaller than
those for the end-to-end distance, as noted in Ref. [8]. In
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FIG. 2. Finite-size corrections in Eq. (13) for the end-
to-end distance r for a model of λ-DNA in channels of dif-
ferent widths D. Panel (a) shows the corrections for the
mean µr, and panel (b) shows the corrections for the vari-
ance σ2r . Results for discrete wormlike chain model describ-
ing λ-DNA (d = 4.6 nm, `K = 101.4 nm, L = 16 µm) as a
function of channel width D (symbols). Simulations of the
one-dimensional random-walk model (solid lines).
all cases we observe that µr < µR, as expected. But for
the variances the relation is instead σr > σR. The latter
observation results from the form of the distributions for
the end-to-end distance and the span as the chain size
increases. While both distributions eventually converge
for infinite chain lengths [8], for finite chains the width
of the distribution for the end-to-end distance is wider
than the distribution for the span since the ends of the
chains can fluctuate within the terminal blob.
We conclude our discussion by estimating how impor-
tant finite-size effects are for λ-DNA in the extended de
Gennes regime. To this end we define the finite-size cor-
rection ∆X of an extensive observable X as
∆X ≡ X/Llim
L→∞
X/L
− 1 . (13)
Fig. 2 shows the finite-size corrections for the mean (a)
and the variance (b) of the end-to-end distance r for
λ-DNA (L = 16µm) as a function of channel size D.
Symbols show the results of the simulations of the three-
dimensional discrete wormlike chain, using the data in
Fig. 1(a,b), and Eq. (13). To estimate lim
L→∞
X/L we
used the mean and the variance of the span for the
largest values of L available. As mentioned above, the
mean and variance of the span converge more rapidly
but to the same limit as those of the end-to-end distance.
Results for the one-dimensional random-walk model are
5shown as solid lines, obtained from the red solid lines in
Fig. 1(c,d). Using Eqs. (2) and (3) we convert x-axis val-
ues in Fig. 1(c,d) to channel width D, with ε = 0.0011
and weff = d/1.45 = 3.17 nm; note that one can use any
value of ε  1 since there is a scaling relationship. We
estimate the limit lim
L→∞
X/L by extrapolation.
We note good agreement between the two models for
the mean of the end-to-end distance, with some disagree-
ment for the variance (discussed above). It is remarkable
that there is good agreement between the theory and the
simulations even for small values ofD, that correspond to
the border of the extended de Gennes regime (D ≈ `K).
We see that the finite-size corrections for the mean of
the end-to-end distance can be as large as 34%. The cor-
responding corrections for the variance are even larger,
reaching 87% for D ≈ 400 nm.
We do not show the corresponding results for the span
since the finite-size corrections in this case are much
smaller, and thus both of less interest and more difficult
to estimate reliably.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have estimated finite-size corrections for the exten-
sion of a confined semiflexible polymer of finite length
L in the extended de Gennes regime. In this regime
the problem can be mapped to a one-dimensional weakly
self-avoiding random walk, yielding universal scaling re-
lations that determine the finite-size corrections. We con-
firm the scaling predictions by simulations of a discrete
wormlike chain model.
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